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alterations in gene expression, which fur-
ther modulate physiological activities such 
as growth and fertilization.[1–5] These elec-
trical signals are believed a fast responsive, 
long-distance signaling pathway, impera-
tive to plants’ survival.[1,5,6] Therefore, 
studying plant electrophysiology provides 
a solid foundation for plant interroga-
tion and intervention through advanced 
electronic technology,[7–11] with potential 
benefits for sustainable food supply and 
environmental protection.

Non-invasive plant electrophysiology 
is preferred to invasive counterpart due 
to the genuineness of signals acquired 
without damaging plant tissues.[12] How-
ever, the uneven and irregular surface 
topography of plants presents a big hurdle 
to intimately interface with electrodes.[11] 
In particular, most plants develop tri-
chomes (hair-like appendages) of diverse 
morphologies (straight, branched, spiral, 

etc.) and varying densities,[13] which can be challenging to con-
form and adhere to by conventional electrodes including gel 
electrodes. Although the use of soft and adhesive hydrogels 
improves contact with biological tissues,[14–17] the flat surface 
and well-defined geometries of pre-formed solid hydrogels 
hinder their conformal contact with hairy plant surfaces 
(Figure 1a-i and Figure S1: Supporting Information). Such lack 
of conformability will reduce adhesion force and deteriorate 
signal transmission stability and fidelity.[18]

On the other hand, agar gel and agar viscous solution,[19,20] 
applied on plants in a liquid form and connected to metal 
wires, may offer improved conformability. Nevertheless, they 
cannot accommodate plant movements due to weak adhe-
sion (Figure  1a-ii),[21–23] thereby requiring stringent fixation 
and operational care to avoid electrode detachment.[12,20] In all, 
conventional electrodes based on hydrogel lack the adaptability 
to hairy topography and plant movements in dynamic testing, 
where conformability and adhesiveness are challenging to 
achieve simultaneously.

Here, we report a morphable electrode with dynamic shape 
adaptability to overcome the challenge and realize stable, high-
fidelity signal recording on hairy plants. The morphable elec-
trode employs thermogel as the plant-interfacing material, which 
is formed through in-situ gelation of a thermogelling polymer 
solution, where addition of salts confers conductivity. Such solu-
tion is fluidic (sol) at low temperature (≈4  °C) yet transforms 

Plant electrophysiology lays the foundation for smart plant interrogation and 
intervention. However, plant trichomes with hair-like morphologies present 
topographical features that challenge stable and high-fidelity non-invasive elec-
trophysiology, due to the inadequate dynamic shape adaptability of conventional 
electrodes. Here, this issue is overcome using a morphable ionic electrode based 
on a thermogel, which gradually transforms from a viscous liquid to a viscoe-
lastic gel. This transformation enables the morphable electrode to lock into the 
abrupt hairy surface irregularities and establish a conformal and adhesive inter-
face. It achieves down to one tenth of the impedance and 4–5 times the adhesive 
strengths of conventional hydrogel electrodes on hairy leaves. As a result of the 
improved electrical and mechanical robustness, the morphable electrode can 
record more than one order of magnitude higher signal-to-noise ratio on hairy 
plants and maintains high-fidelity recording despite plant movements, achieving 
superior performance to conventional hydrogel electrodes. The reported mor-
phable electrode is a promising tool for hairy plant electrophysiology and may be 
applied to diversely textured plants for advanced sensing and modulation.

1. Introduction

Endogenous electrical signals are essential for plants’ sensing 
and responding to the environment. Environmental stimuli 
such as temperature, light, and pressure can trigger wide-
spread membrane potential variations followed by systemic 
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into a viscoelastic gel at room temperature. Gentle placement 
of a metal plate on the thermogel completes electrode assembly 
(Figure 1b). We utilize the sol–gel transition to allow liquid-phase 
application for conformability to hairy surfaces. Meanwhile, 
robust adhesion stemming from polymer amphiphilicity and 
mobility helps to accommodate mechanical disturbances to the 
plant-electrode assembly. When employed for non-invasive signal 
measurement, morphable electrodes recorded ≈2.4 times the 

signal amplitude of electrodes based on solid hydrogel on hairy 
sunflower stems. They also recorded substantially reduced noise 
level and improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over conventional 
agar-based electrodes on hairy tobacco stems when the plants 
were mechanically disturbed. Furthermore, the signal fidelity 
of non-invasive morphable electrodes even approached invasive 
measurements. These results demonstrate the superiority of our 
morphable electrodes for hairy plant electrophysiology.

Figure 1. Overview of morphable electrode based on thermogel for conformal and adhesive interfacing with hairy plants. a) Schematics of conventional 
electrodes based on hydrogel when used for electrophysiology on hairy plants. i) Pre-formed solid hydrogel is not able to conform to hairy surfaces. ii) 
Presence of interfacial water between agar gel and solid surface causes poor adhesion. b) Schematics of applying morphable electrode on hairy plants. 
Cool polymer solution (sol at around 4 °C) is dropped on plant surface and solidifies into a gel as temperature equilibrates with the ambient, forming 
a surface electrode with enhanced conformability and adhesion. c) Rheological characterization of EPC thermogelling solution (11% EPC–0.9% NaCl 
w/v) at temperature ramp from 0 to 50 °C showing its sol–gel transition. Transition temperature is 22.4 °C, determined from the crossover of G′ and 
G″ curves. d) Photographs of EPC thermogel applied on hairy plants showing its conformal contact with dense hairs and self-standing behavior when 
inverted. Top, Costus productus Gleason ex Maas (dwarf orange ginger) leaf. Inset is the side view depicting its hairy surfaces (scale bar, 5 mm). Bottom, 
Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco plant) stem. e) Photographs of EPC thermogel during shear test, demonstrating its mechanical robustness. Left: setup 
without stretching. Two Pt plates were kept parallel with thermogel (1 mm thick) laminated in between. Middle and right: thermogel being sheared to 
14 and 20 times of its thickness, respectively. γ, shear strain.
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2. Results and Discussion

The thermogelling polymer we used is a multi-block amphiph-
ilic copolymer previously developed in our lab.[24,25] It consists 
of hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), thermoresponsive 
poly(propylene glycol) (PPG), and hydrophobic biodegradable 
polycaprolactone (PCL) segments, named poly(PEG/PPG/PCL 
urethane) and denoted as EPC (molecular structure and chem-
ical characterizations provided in Figures S2–S4 and Table S1, 
Supporting Information). Upon temperature increase, dehydra-
tion of PPG segments drives the formation of a supramolecular 
hydrogel matrix in an associated micellar structure (Figure 1b, 
right).[26] EPC thermogel was previously used as a vitreous tam-
ponade in the eye,[25] assuring biocompatibility on plants. The 
thermogelling solutions showed large yet gradual rheological 
change upon sol–gel transition,[25] desirable for the practical 
implementation of in-situ gelated electrodes. The low critical 
gelation concentration (3 wt%) can boost ionic conductivity 
and transition temperatures (20–40 °C) near ambient tempera-
tures are suitable for plant-targeted applications.[24] The flex-
ible and amphiphilic EPC polymer could promote wetting on 
hydrophobic plant surfaces,[27,28] favorable for conformal and 
adhesive contact. Additionally, the viscosity, storage and loss  
moduli, sol–gel transition temperature, and gelation time 
can be easily tuned through polymer and salt concentrations 
(Figures S5 and S6, Supporting Information),[29] giving us 
freedom in designing thermogels with optimal properties 
according to application conditions. The optimized thermogel-
ling solution (11% EPC-0.9% NaCl w/v) shows a sol–gel transi-
tion at 22.4 °C, and more than three orders of magnitude increase  
in storage modulus from 4 to 25  °C (Figure  1c). Applying the 
solution to hairy plants gives liquid-like contact, yet enough adhe-
siveness and cohesiveness to hold its own weight after gelation 
(Figure 1d) and even withstand >1000% shear strain (Figure 1e) 
(Movies S1 and S2, Supporting Information).

To verify the design concept of sol–gel transition-enabled 
conformability, we first compare the rheological properties of 
the EPC thermogelling solution (EPC_TGS) with agar gelling 
solution (agar_GS, homogeneous solution), agar viscous solu-
tion (agar_VS, dispersion of gel particles[23]), and chemically 
crosslinked polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel (a representative 
solid hydrogel), in response to temperature change (Figure 2a,b) 
(preparation of gels/solutions described in experimental details, 
Supporting Information). Designed to be a sol at low tempera-
tures and a gel at elevated temperatures, EPC_TGS attains the 
lowest viscosity and the highest tanδ at 0–10 °C across the tem-
perature range. This trend is opposite to the behavior of agar, 
which dissolves in hot water and solidifies at below ≈40  °C 
(agar_GS).[21] In contrast, both agar_VS and PAAm hydrogel 
show no obvious rheological change with temperature, due to 
pre-formed gel structures. Rheological properties of gels/solu-
tions when applied on plants critically determine their interac-
tion with plants; thus we compare the viscosity and tanδ at the 
application temperatures of various gels/solutions (Figure 2c,d). 
EPC_TGS has the second lowest viscosity (≈220 mPa s at 5 °C) 
and the highest tanδ (≈18 at 5  °C) among all gels/solutions, 
suggesting high sol fluidity and chain mobility when applied 
on plants, beneficial for filling surface roughness and thus 
enhancing conformability and interfacial adhesion.[30,31]

We then confirmed the surface activity of EPC polymers 
through surface tension and contact angle measurements. 
For instance, only 0.1% w/v EPC added can reduce the surface 
 tension of a saline droplet in air from 71 to 49 mN m−1 (Figure S7, 
Supporting Information). Moreover, sessile drops of 0.03% w/v 
EPC solution have significantly smaller contact angles on syn-
thetic polymers and fresh leaves than pure saline, and larger 
contact angles on metal-based conductors (Figure 2e), implying 
changes in liquid–solid interfacial energy caused by physical 
adsorption of EPC polymers, which may enhance the interaction 
between thermogel network and adherent surfaces (Note S1,  
Supporting Information). The improved wetting on hydro-
phobic surfaces tackles the waxy cuticle on plants[32,33] and can 
promote conformal contact when the surface is rough.[27,28,34] 
In contrast to EPC polymers, minimal changes in surface ten-
sion (Figure S7, Supporting Information) and contact angle 
(Figure 2e) were observed when adding agar polymers to saline.

With the understanding of sol fluidity, chain mobility, and 
surface activity, we then visualized the degree of conformability 
of EPC thermogel on hairy plants using cross-sectional scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure  2f reveals seamless 
contact between EPC thermogel and a hairy leaf with well-pre-
served hair morphology, and the magnified image in Figure S8 
(Supporting Information) depicts a hair wrapped tightly with 
EPC polymers, showing direct contact between polymer and 
plant, in accordance with the hypothesis of interfacial adsorp-
tion. As for agar gel (formed in situ from agar gelling solution), 
tiny slits (≈37 µm wide, Figure 2g) present at the interface, pos-
sibly because freeze-drying during sample preparation induced 
interfacial detachment due to differential thermal expansion/
contraction. For PAAm hydrogel, large gaps (≈270  µm wide) 
separate the gel and the leaf, with some trichomes damaged 
and some piercing the hydrogel. Based on these results, we 
conclude that EPC thermogel can establish a conformal inter-
face with hairy leaves while preserving the intactness of vulner-
able trichomes.

Serving as a bridge between plants and metal conductors, 
the thermogel should be both mechanically and electrically 
robust. Thus, we first quantitatively study the adhesive proper-
ties of EPC thermogel. Using lap-shear tests (Figure S9, Sup-
porting Information),[35] we measured the adhesive strengths 
of EPC thermogel on Ag/AgCl plates and hairy leaves of 
gloxinia (Sinningia speciosa) respectively, agar gel and PAAm 
hydrogel being controls. Both agar gel and EPC thermogel 
were applied in sol state to attain maximal adhesive strengths 
(Figure S10, Supporting Information). As summarized in 
Figure 3a, EPC thermogel fails cohesively (i.e., inside gel bulk) 
with a strength around 170–180  Pa, regardless of adherends. 
This implies robust interfacial bonding such that the bulk gel 
strength becomes the limiting factor in shear adhesion. This 
feature of cohesive failure will help preserve plant tissues 
during electrode detachment. In addition, the not dissimilar 
behavior on hairy plants and metal plates underscores the ver-
satility of amphiphilic poly mers in establishing physical contact 
with surfaces of distinct chemistry, concurring with previous 
results on the adsorption of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)- and 
poly(propylene oxide) (PPO)-based block copolymers.[36,37] Con-
versely, agar gel and PAAm hydrogel tend to fail adhesively (i.e., 
at interface). Agar gel adheres very weakly on Ag/AgCl (34 Pa), 
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which is presumably due to low polymer mass ratio, lack of 
surface activity, and syneresis (extruding water on standing,[21] 
Figure S11, Supporting Information), whereas PAAm hydrogel 
adheres weakly on hairy leaves (48  Pa), indicating the promi-
nent effect of poor contact due to presence of hairs.[38]

The adhesive properties of electrodes based on different 
hydrogels were then compared in shear tests on tobacco (Nico-
tiana benthamiana) stems, where stems in pots were fixed while 

electrodes were pulled vertically upward (Figure  3b). Inferred 
from lap-shear testing results, EPC-thermogel-based electrodes 
should fail cohesively with the largest shear strength whereas 
agar-gel- and PAAm-hydrogel-based electrodes should fail 
adhesively. The load–displacement curves in Figure  3c con-
firm the largest shear strength of EPC thermogel-based elec-
trodes (15 mN peak load for EPC thermogel vs 4.0 mN for 
agar gel and 1.8 mN for PAAm hydrogel), and photographs 

Figure 2. Fluidic characteristics of EPC solution and its conformal contact with hairy plants. a,b) Viscosity (a) and tanδ (G″/G′) (b) in the range of 
0–50 °C of 11% EPC thermogelling solution (EPC_TGS), 0.5% agar viscous solution (agar_VS), 0.5% agar gelling solution (agar_GS), and 11% w/v PAAm 
hydrogel. c,d) Comparison of viscosity (c) and tanδ (d) at the respective application temperature of various gels and solutions, showing low viscosity 
and large liquid character of EPC sol, beneficial for conformal contact. e) Histogram showing contact angles of sessile drops of saline, EPC solution, 
and agar solution (polymer concentration of 0.03% w/v) on various surfaces (mean ± s.e.), revealing strong surface activity of EPC polymer, which could 
contribute to conformal and adhesive contact. *p < 0.05, ****p < 0.0001; unpaired, two-tailed t-test. ns, not significant. f) Cross-sectional scanning 
electron microscopy images of gels applied on gloxinia (Sinningia speciosa) leaves depicting a high degree of conformability of EPC thermogel. Orange 
shading outlines the gels, and gray regions are plant tissues. g) Box plot of gap widths between leaf surfaces and gels (median, 25th and 75th percen-
tiles, minimum and maximum; n = 9 for EPC thermogel, n = 18 for agar gel and PAAm hydrogel). **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; unpaired, two-tailed t-test.
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of samples during shearing show failure modes as predicted 
(Figure S12a, Supporting Information). We also did a series of 
shear oscillation tests to characterize the cohesive mechanical 

 properties of  different gels and observed in EPC thermogel 
outstanding deformability (220% yield strain, vs 23% for agar 
gel and 39% for PAAm hydrogel) and good strength (580  Pa 

Figure 3. Adhesive and electrical properties of EPC thermogel. a) Histogram showing shear adhesive strengths of EPC thermogel, agar gel, and PAAm 
hydrogel on Ag/AgCl plates and hairy leaves of gloxinia (mean ± s.d.). EPC thermogel fails cohesively regardless of substrates, implying robust interfa-
cial adhesion. b) Schematic of the experimental setup for shear tests of gel-based electrodes on tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana) stems. c) Representa-
tive load–displacement curves from the shear tests, showing substantially higher shear force of EPC thermogel-based electrodes than controls. Load is 
not converted to stress due to difficulty in accurately measuring contact area (roughly controlled at 1 cm2). d–f) Snapshots of applying plate electrodes 
based on different hydrogels (electrode construction shown in Figure S12, Supporting Information) on tobacco stems. Only did EPC thermogel secure 
the electrode firmly. g,h) Schematic (g) and photograph (h) showing the setup for measuring impedance of gel-based electrodes on hairy leaves.  
i) Mean impedance and phase angle of various gel-based electrodes (n = 3) on hairy leaves. j) Histogram comparing the impedance of gel-based 
electrodes on hairy leaves at three frequencies relevant to plant electrophysiology in this study. The comparable impedance of EPC thermogel to agar 
gel proves effective gel-leaf electrical contact, outperforming PAAm hydrogel. *p < 0.05; unpaired, two-tailed t-test. ns, not significant.
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yield strength, vs 180  Pa for agar gel and 640  Pa for PAAm 
hydrogel) (Figure S13, Supporting Information), which con-
tribute to the dynamic adaptability of EPC thermogel during 
plant movements. As a result of strong adhesion and cohesion, 
EPC thermogel secured plate electrodes (schematic shown in 
Figure S14, Supporting Information) firmly on tobacco stems 
and could withstand gentle pulling (Figure  3d and Movie S3: 
Supporting Information), whereas agar gel and PAAm hydrogel 
could not even adhere the electrodes on stems (Figure 3e,f and 
Movies S4 and S5: Supporting Information).

Next, we fully characterized the electrical properties of the 
electrode based on thermogel as follows. First, we measured 
the intrinsic conductivity of EPC thermogel, which is com-
parable to PAAm hydrogel at the same polymer mass ratio 
(Figure S15, Supporting Information). We then measured the 
impedance of gel-metal conductor (Ag/AgCl and Pt) laminates 
(Figure S16, Supporting Information), where EPC thermogel 
possessed similar values to control gels. Next, we compared the 
impedance of gel-based electrodes on hairy leaves (Figure 3g,h). 
The comparable impedance of electrodes based on EPC ther-
mogel and agar gel (Figure  3i,j) indicates similarly conformal 
contact, whereas the more than one order of magnitude higher 
impedance of PAAm hydrogel-based electrodes (e.g., 1.2 MΩ 
for PAAm hydrogel vs 0.11 MΩ for EPC thermogel at 0.1 Hz) 
should be attributed to poor gel-leaf contact. We further veri-
fied on a control plant with only sparse trichomes (Arabidopsis 
thaliana), that the quality of electrical coupling between EPC 
thermogel and plants does not deviate from agar gel and PAAm 
hydrogel (Figure S17, Supporting Information). These results 
prove that EPC thermogel is an effective electrical bridge on 
hairy plants due to adequate conductivity and conformability.

To demonstrate the superiority of morphable electrodes 
based on thermogel for non-invasive electrophysiology on hairy 
plants, we recorded flame-induced potential variations on hairy 
sunflower and tobacco stems using electrodes in pairs, one of 
which was the morphable electrode and the other was a control 
electrode, in a setup shown in Figure 4a (exact electrode posi-
tions in Figure S18, Supporting Information). Unlike previous 
studies where the metal conductors must be precisely secured 
by external fixtures,[12,39,40] we constructed Ag/AgCl plates with 
Cu wiring (Figure S14, Supporting Information), which allows 
for facile and versatile placement on plants with great opera-
tional simplification and spatial freedom. Due to the poor adhe-
sion between agar gel and Ag/AgCl plates, measurement using 
agar gel in such electrode configuration was not successful 
(Figure 3e and Movie S4: Supporting Information). Instead, we 
used the conventional agar-wire construction where the Ag/
AgCl wire is secured by a manipulator.[12]

We first compared the signal quality of electrodes based 
on EPC thermogel and PAAm hydrogel on sunflower stems. 
As seen in Figure 4b, PAAm hydrogel could barely adhere on 
hairs leaving obvious gaps, whereas EPC thermogel confor-
mally anchored Ag/AgCl plates on sunflower stems. Flame 
wounding of a leaf tip induced a series of potential variations in 
the stem,[39] and EPC thermogel and PAAm hydrogel in a pair 
captured synchronized signals (Figure S19a, Supporting Infor-
mation). The recorded potentials display large depolarizations 
upon wounding in a range of 41–73 mV with signal transmis-
sion speed within 7.8–23  cm min−1, consistent with previous 

reports.[39,41] Analysis of signal amplitude shows that EPC ther-
mogel records significantly (P  = 0.014) higher intensity than 
PAAm hydrogel (Figure 4c), believed a result of more  conformal 
contact by the former. Moreover, the superiority of EPC ther-
mogel seems to be more prominent for peaks with amplitude 
below 40  mV, where the signal intensity is ≈2.4 times that of 
PAAm hydrogel (Figure S19b,c, Supporting Information).

We further challenged morphable electrodes by conducting 
the flame-wounding experiment on tobacco plants, whose 
stem hair density is much higher than that of sunflowers and 
even prevented adhesion of PAAm hydrogel (Figure  3f and 
Movie S5: Supporting Information). Nevertheless, morphable 
electrodes could still adhere reliably on such densely hairy 
surfaces (Figure  3d and Movie S3, Figure S20: Supporting 
Information). To prove the importance of reliable mechanical 
bridging to signal stability, we recorded signals using mor-
phable electrodes and agar-wire electrodes while manually 
touching the plants or with wind blowing (Figure  4d,e and 
Movie S6, Figures S21 and S22: Supporting Information). In 
these experiments, morphable electrodes could maintain a 
stable signal baseline with minimal noise, but agar-based elec-
trodes either recorded obvious fluctuations or large drifts, as 
a result of detachment between agar gels and Ag/AgCl wires 
when the plants experienced movements (Figure  4d and 
Movie S7: Supporting Information). Subsequently, wound-
induced depolarizations were not as effectively recorded as by 
morphable electrodes. Statistical analysis of five repetitions of 
the above experiment (Table S2, Supporting Information) gives 
a background noise level of 0.084 ± 0.010 mV and an SNR of 
47 ± 5.0 dB for morphable electrode, and 0.12 ± 0.041 mV and 
43 ± 3.6 dB respectively for agar-wire electrode. These results 
validate the vital role of the robust mechanical interface estab-
lished by morphable electrodes.

Finally, we benchmarked the signal quality of morphable 
electrodes against that of inserted Ag/AgCl wires, a standard 
invasive method,[12,39] on tobacco plants (Figure 4f,g). In a typ-
ical test shown in Figure 4g, potential was recorded using the 
Ag/AgCl wire during the application of a morphable electrode 
(purple shading), and the small transient peaks indicate min-
imal interference to plant electrophysiology induced by solu-
tion coolness and gentle pressure. Following flame-wounding 
an upper leaf, depolarization up to 35 mV was recorded from 
the morphable electrode, approaching 37 mV from the inserted 
Ag/AgCl wire (26 ± 9.9 and 27 ± 9.4 mV respectively from three 
independent tests, SNRs being comparable as well, Figure  4g 
inset). This comparable signal quality is supported by the sim-
ilar impedance of the two types of electrodes on tobacco stems 
(Figure S23, Supporting Information). We also showed mor-
phable electrodes could monitor signal transmission within 
tobacco stems (Figure S24, Supporting Information), and the 
signal amplitude and duration generally match those reported 
in a similar study (more details in Note S3, Supporting Infor-
mation).[42] In all, these plant electrophysiological measure-
ments demonstrate that morphable electrodes can record 
clearer and more stable signals than solid hydrogel- and agar-
based electrodes on hairy plants; being almost imperceptible to 
plants, the morphable electrodes are competitively capable of 
faithful recording as invasive measurement, being an effective 
tool for plant electrophysiology.
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An adhesive and conformal bio-electronic interface is essen-
tial in wearable sensing devices for reliable signal acquisition 
in dynamic environments,[18] which has seen fast progress in 
skin and tissue-mountable sensors[43–45] but the counterpart on 
plants is much less explored.[11,17] In this work, we addressed 
the issue of interfacing with hairy plants, one of the most 

challenging topographies to tackle. This expands the library 
of plant species and plant parts accessible for non-invasive 
monitoring. The robust mechanical interface established by 
morphable electrode allows us to nullify the cumbersome 
electrode fixtures and to record stable signals even under 
mechanical disturbances, a promising attempt toward “plant 

Figure 4. Non-invasive monitoring of wound-induced potential signals in hairy plants by morphable electrodes. a) Schematic showing the setup for 
the wounding experiments. INA, instrumentation amplifier. b) Photographs showing plate electrodes adhered on a hairy sunflower stem through EPC 
thermogel and PAAm hydrogel, respectively, depicting contrasting conformability of the two gels. c) Box plot of signal amplitudes read from EPC ther-
mogel and PAAm hydrogel on sunflower stems (median, 25th and 75th percentiles, minimum and maximum, n = 13 from 5 plants), implying higher 
signal intensity from EPC thermogel. *p < 0.05; paired t-tests. d) Photographs of morphable electrode and agar gel–Ag/AgCl wire electrode reading 
signals on tobacco stems. Agar gel easily detached from Ag/AgCl wire when the plant was touched while morphable electrode maintained stable con-
nection (right). e) Signals from the electrodes in d in a flame-wounding experiment. Yellow shading indicates intervals of mechanical disturbance. 
Inset displays quantified comparison of signal quality between the two electrodes (root mean square (rms) background noise amplitude, rms wind 
noise amplitude, mean baseline shift due to touch (n = 3), wounding signal to background noise ratio (SNR), detailed data analysis method provided 
in experimental details, Supporting Information). Morphable electrode reads more stable and clearer signals due to robust adhesion. f) Photographs 
showing the attachment of morphable electrode during benchmarking against inserted Ag/AgCl wire. g) Signals read from invasive Ag/AgCl wire and 
morphable electrode in a flame-wounding test. Purple shading indicates the period of morphable electrode attachment. Inset displays comparable 
signal quality of morphable electrode and invasive electrode in three independent experiments (mean ± s.d.).
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wearable sensors”. Additionally, with proper encapsulation, 
our morphable electrode can realize long-term monitoring for 
at least 4 days (Figure S25, Supporting Information). Future 
work will be developing electrodes that can accommodate plant 
growth for longer periods of monitoring and fast-growing seed-
lings. Our work sets the scene for future device development 
toward smart plant monitoring and modulation, which will find 
wide applications in environmental sensing,[7] crop health mon-
itoring,[11] plant physiology regulation and modification,[9,11,46–48] 
and augmented human-plant interaction.[8,10]

Using hairy plants as a model system, we proved the efficacy 
of morphable materials that involve liquid-to-solid (or semisolid) 
transition in bridging textured biological tissues. Recent devel-
opment of soft materials for bioelectronics largely leverages 
modulus and thickness reduction for improved conform-
ability.[49,50] Here we extend the lower modulus limit to liquid 
regime to tackle the most abruptly irregular surfaces including 
high-aspect-ratio topographies, which may provide inspirations 
for conformal electronics on other intricately textured biological 
tissues such as the brain. In addition, endowing morphable 
materials with properties other than electrical conductivity will 
realize more sensing capabilities beyond electrophysiology. We 
envision such morphable ionic electrodes based on responsive 
polymers, utilizing the unique properties of soft materials, will 
stimulate broader integration between biology and electronics 
through smart material design.[51,52]

3. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a morphable ionic electrode based on 
a thermogel, which utilizes the in situ sol–gel transition of an 
amphiphilic flexible polymer and can establish an adhesive and 
conformal, mechanical, and electrical interface on hairy plants, 
realizing high-fidelity electrophysiological recording not achiev-
able by conventional gel-based electrodes. Our morphable elec-
trode provides not only a useful toolkit for fundamental plant 
studies but also an effective solution to plant–electronic hybrid-
ization, generating inspirations for soft-material-incorporating 
bioelectronics.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental details are provided in the Supporting Information.
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